What is in a scientist name? Which indexes can a scientist's bibliographic citation summarizes? In the several branches of science, some names are truly iconic, and their mention has the power to synthesize a whole life of ideas and revolutionary work. That is the case for Charles Darwin, Albert Einstein, and Francis Crick to cite a few. And what about the average or normal scientist in the Thomas Kuhn sense? With the thousands of scientific papers being produced every month, picking an authors name, associate it to a research field and right evaluate his or her performance is in most of times a cumbersome task.
Since the first proposal to measure the citations to a scientific paper -the impact factor (Garfield 1955 ) -several methodologies to evaluate the performance of a given scientist have been under development aiming at the creation of indices in the many fields of science. The most popular of these science indices is the Hirsch Index or h-index (Hirsch 2005) which measures in decreasing order of citation the h paper that received h citations. Due to the simplicity of calculation, the h-index attracted a broad audience, though some critics alert about a generalization on its use (Kelly and Jennions 2006) . This citation scheme summarizes most of the information to get insight into the performance of a given biomedical scientist. The numbers following the standard bibliographic citation promptly create a tag that is unique and provides information on the activity of the researcher. Being composed by numbers that change periodically, it is a dynamical identifier and can provide a snapshot of the researcher's career along the years, as the very productive researchers will change these numbers periodically.
